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101  Elementary Hebrew I
     Fall. 4(4-1)
     Spoken and written Hebrew for conversation, reading, and research. Basic grammatical analysis of modern Hebrew.

102  Elementary Hebrew II
     Spring. 4(4-1) P: HEB 101
     Further work on spoken and written Hebrew for conversation, reading, and research. Further basic grammatical analysis of modern Hebrew.

201  Second-Year Hebrew I
     Fall. 4(4-0) P: HEB 102

202  Second-Year Hebrew II
     Spring. 4(4-0) P: HEB 201
     Further intermediate-level spoken and written Hebrew for conversation, reading, and research. Further advanced grammatical analysis of modern Hebrew.

290  Independent Study
     Fall, Spring, Summer. 1 to 4 credits. A student may earn a maximum of 8 credits in all enrollments for this course.
     Special projects arranged by an individual student and a faculty member in areas supplementing regular course offerings.

490  Independent Study
     Fall, Spring, Summer. 1 to 4 credits. A student may earn a maximum of 8 credits in all enrollments for this course. R: Not open to sophomores. Approval of department.
     Special projects arranged by an individual student and a faculty member in areas supplementing regular course offerings.